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A Message from the Editors

Mario Capaldo (Salerno)
Respect of the Textus Traditus or Venture into Conjecture?
(translated by William R. Veder)

Johannes Reinhart (Wien)
Извлечения из Бесед Григория Двоеслова в Изборнике XIII в.

Mary MacRobert (Oxford)
The Textual Tradition of the Oxford Serbian Psalter MS e Mus. 184

Michael Bakker (Amsterdam)
The New Testament Lections in the Euchologium Sinaiticum
ПОЛАТА КЪЪИГУНИКЪЪА uses the following Macintosh fonts:

for modern Cyrillic:
CyrillicTranslit (incl. CyrillicaNuTranslit and CyrillicaNuTranslit Italic)

for Old Cyrillic:
PopRetkov Light, developed by Mario Capaldo

for Glagolitic:
LaserGlagolitic

for transcription from Cyrillic and for Latin:
Times Accents

Other fonts, e.g. the Method family of fonts, developed by Sebastian Kempgen, must be supplied with the paper; ПОЛАТА КЪЪИГУНИКЪЪА guarantees that they will not be used for any other purpose than printing your paper and will be erased after printing.

The main text is set on paper size A4 with left/right margins of 2,4 cm, and top/bottom margins of 2,9 cm, in font size 12pt with line spacing 14pt and tabs at 0,5cm. Titles are set in boldface capitals after two blank lines, author's names in boldface, preceded and followed by one blank line. Footnote markers are set in font size 9pt.

Footnotes are placed at the bottom of the page in font size 10pt with line spacing 12pt. Footnote numbers are set in font size 9pt, preceded by a tab and followed by a hard space (alternate + space).

Please, leave the addition of headers/footers to ПОЛАТА КЪЪИГУНИКЪЪА. Upon request, ПОЛАТА КЪЪИГУНИКЪЪА can supply you with a style sheet on disk.
THE RADZIWILL CHRONICLE

S.-Peterburg 1994

Full Colour Facsimile, Transcription and Study, 2 Vols.,
Bound, in case, $ 250,--

The chronicle is a copy of the now lost Vladimir chronicles, presenting the history of ancient Russia up to the year 1205-1206, written in Vladimir Zalessky in the time of Grand Prince Vsevolod Bol’soe Gnezdo (1176-1212), probably by the confessor to his wife, Princess Maria, Bishop Serapion of Vladimir. There is evidence that the original, from which the Radziwill Chronicle was copied, was already profusely illustrated.

It differs from the other Russian chronicles, which continue the narrative beyond the year 1206, and there is reason to suppose that it reflects the state of the Central Russian Chronicle at a crucial moment in history, equivalent to that of the completion of the Russian Primary Chronicle (The Tale of the Bygone Years) in the 12th c. It begins as the Kiev Chronicle, and after the 12th c. focuses on Vladimir.

The manuscript was written in Central Russia, probably Beloozero, in the 15th c. In the 16th c., it was brought to Belorussia, and in the 17th. became an heirloom of the Lithuanian Princes of Radziwill. Prince Boguslav donated it to the Royal Library of Königsberg in 1671. In 1679, on his Great Embassy to Western Europe, Peter the Great, went to see it and immediately recognized its significance. A copy was made for his library in 1713. In 1758, during the Seven Years War, the original manuscript was reclaimed by Russia and 1761 deposited in the Library of the Academy of Sciences. The historian A.L. Schlözer instigated the publication of its text in 1768 and established its value as a source for the history of all Slavic peoples.

This chronicle with its 618 miniatures, is one of the treasures of world culture, included by the UNESCO in the 1994 list of the world’s monuments.

The publication can be ordered directly from the publishers:

GLAGOL PUBLISHERS
4th Line 13 V.O., S.-Peterburg
Account 60023071735/001
Peterburg Lesopromyshleny Bank (PLP Bank)
Swift Code LBAPRU2P

[via The Bank of New York, NY, account 890-0060-131]
[via Bankers Trust Co., NY, account 04-098-295]
[via Deutsche Bank, Frankfurt, account 9497728]